
1. FutureVisions update - Pete (10 minutes)
   a. Pete presented the Press Release that will be submitted for public release.
   b. Discussion of Second Life Session
   c. Wed. 5:00 cut-off registration

2. IS&T Expertise Portal
   a. Wiki: public repository of online information that can be contributed to.
   b. How can this be used in the classroom?
   c. Do we need to do some kind of workshop?
      i. EAC/Fitness

3. IBM grids
   a. WA Grid proposal waiting on IBM
   b. World Com grid—p/c cycle use
   c. Will wait and see how it develops
   d. Need administrators to monitor this/these

4. CS/GS510 (Proj Sanjay Rajopadhye) - 12 students FA07
   a. CD/GS511 class from topical with multiple teachers